The Accu-Seal Pneumatic Plastic Tube Sealer is the economical answer for sealing plastic or plastic lined tubes, and is ideal for use in medical, cosmetic, or scientific laboratory environments.

This unit makes sealing plastic tubes easy. Fast and reliable, this machine seals one rack of tubes in the time it takes to prepare a second rack. A set of two standard size racks are included with each machine. When you order, please send us your sample tubes in order to build your racks.

An external air supply is required to run this pneumatic sealer.

Our Two-Year Warranty shows the confidence we have that this product will give you years of reliable performance.

Plastic Tube Sealer

This machine is perfect for small batch runs, research & lab use or start-up operations. It’s easy, safe and economical to operate, and the heat and cool timers ensure repeatable seal performance time after time.
PNEUMATIC PLASTIC TUBE SEALER

BUILT-IN FEATURES
- 10 Second Adjustable Electronic Heat Timer
- 60 Second Adjustable Electronic Cool Timer
- Electronic Temperature Control
- Set of 2 Standard Size Racks

SPECIFICATIONS
- Seal Width: 1/8"
- Seal Length: 20"
- Maximum Tube Diameter: 2"
- Maximum Tube Height: 9"
- Requirements:
  - Power: 120 Vac, 3 Amps
  - Air: 1.5 CPM @ 60 PSI
- Size:
  - Length: 24"
  - Width: 13"
  - Height: 14"
- Approximate Weight: 37 lbs.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
- Portable Accu-Sealer Cart with Air Compressor
- Ultra-Quiet Lab/Office Compressor
- Standard Industrial Air Compressor

TWO-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
The Accu-Seal Model 50 was designed, built, and tested to give years of reliable, trouble free service.